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Relaxational kinetics of spin density fluctuations in liquids is considered by the method of projection operators. It
that the description of magnetic relaxation on the basis of spin density fluctuations gives the most detailed picture of re]
phenomena.
1. At the present time the methods of density matrix, nonequilibrium statistical operator, kinetic e
for the time correlation function (TCF) of separate components of the magnetization (see for exam
[1—5])are widely used to describe spin relaxation in liquids and solutions. Such an approach is close
roscopic, since in this case the kinetic description of the system as a whole is achieved. At the same tin
ever, some details connected with the peculiarities of spin kinetics in small volumes of a sample are lo
become apparent, when we are analysing spin relaxation in terms of spin density fluctuations of the
Ma(k,t)=~ {~ ‚exp[ikrj(t)]}—<~a(k,t)>c5ko, a=O, ±1,
where ~ = 5~1),~) = ~J) ±~‚ {A, E}= ~ (A.~+~A), and ökO is the Kroneker symbol.
Let us consider the normalized TCF of spin density fluctuations,
k — _______________j~( ‚t)_
The following exact kinetic equation for the TCFUa(k, t) was obtained in ref. [6] by the method of pr
operators [7,8],
d/ia(k,t) =—iawo/1a(k,t)—
<&S~(k,O)LsMa(k, 0)>
wo= <M~(k,O)65~a(k,O)>
K~‘~(k <E(k,O),Ji]exp(iL22t)[I?i,&~a(k,O)]>a — h2<&~(kO)&~a(kO)>
K~
2~(k~_ <D~(k,0) exp(i1
22x)Da(k, 0)>a — <6~(k,0)&S~a(k,O)>
Da(k,t)=~{~Sj
t,[(P~.k)/m]exp(ik.r~)},L
22PafPa, PalHa,
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